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Musical theat"re ŸŸŴVĚthe ideals and the morale of those watching each show. In the 
1950s, American morale was high for white, Anglo-Saxon, Protestants. The population was 
booming, the economy was in great shape, and industry was on the rise. Shows like The Music 
Man followed a formula that was hugely popular. The Music Man also looks at the United States 
and shows the audience how wonderful life in America is. It hides the underlying tensions, such 
as Civil Rights issues and the Cold War, going on in the country through a light fluffy musical 
with relatively trivial problems. In the 1970s, American morale was low. There was an economic 
recession, and unemployment was extremely high. Americans did not trust their federal 
government anymore. Musicals were no longer at the forefront of popular culture. Some 
musicals were changing the musical formula, while others tried to hold on to the ideals of 
musical comedy laid out in the 1950s. 42nd Street pretends to be a Golden Age musical even 
though it premiered in 1980. 42nd Street is the ultimate escapist musical. It takes the audience 
away from their difficult lives and tries to show how well the American dream works. In the 
1970s, there were other options of styles of musicals for people to go see, while in the 1950s 
there was only the Golden Age formula. In the 1950s the formula worked as was used over and 
over again. In the 1970s, a musical that was emulating the Golden Age had to be even more 
formulaic and fluffy to have success. 
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Each decade, particularly in the twentieth century, had its own distinct personality. The 
entertainment landscape of each decade is very telling of that personality. The most popular 
pieces offilm or television show the values and the morale of the people consuming that 
entertainment. Theatre, particularly musical theatre, can accurately show the ideals of a decade. 
The 1950s in the United States were exemplified by stability, economic, industrial and 
population growth, and conformity. A musical such as The Music Man exemplifies the 1950s 
because it shows the United States at its most ideal and keeps the problems small and insular. In 
the 1970s, morale was low and people were disillusioned with the government and society. Even 
though the morale of the two decades are completely different, 42nd Street was extremely popular 
even though it is similar in tone and in structure to The Music Man. The Music Man encapsulates 
the 1950s because it conforms to the desires and expectations of its audience while 42nd Street 
offers an escape from the world that Americans were living in. 
In the 1950s, the United States had just come out twenty years of chaos, and the 
population wanted the country to be constant and secure. I Today the stereotype of the 1950s is 
that everything was easy and wonderful. Some aspects of American life were great. The 
economy was booming and employment was at an all-time high. However there were underlying 
tensions, such as the Cold War and Civil Rights issues, that most people were trying to ignore. 
The 1950s were a time where the country was booming economically, industrially, and through 
the population, but there were social issues that the government and the population tried to white 
wash and cover up. 
I Donaldson, Gary A. The Making of Modern America: The Nation from 1945 to the Present, p. 
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In the 1950s everything was growing. The economy was improving, the population was 
increasing, and industry was booming? This was the image of the United States that the 
American goverrunent wanted to show to the nation as well as to the world. The US was working 
to figure out how to function post-World War II. During the war, the United States had at least 
sixteen million men deployed all over the world, and American factories were producing about 
forty-five percent of the world's weaponry.} By the time the war ended, Americans enjoyed the 
highest standard of living in the world. Income was distributed more evenly in the post war years 
than it ever had before. The United States had only seven percent of the world's population, but 
generated forty percent of the world's income.4 The gross national product grew from $200 
billion to $500 billion between 1945 and 1960. Most of this increase came from government 
spending on building highways and schools, the distribution of veterans' benefits, and military 
spending.5 People also began leaving farms because teclmology was improving and there was not 
a need for nearly as many people to do the same amount of work. Former farmhands were 
moving into larger, industrial cities to get good paying factory work, which there was plenty of. 6 
The economy was stable, so more people were moving into the suburbs and having children. The 
population increased by 29 million people.7 Developers started building homes that were the 
right size for growing families . Buying one of these houses in the suburbs was often cheaper than 
2 The 1950s 
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an apartment in a large city.8 Eventually people stopped moving out into the suburbs because it 
was cheaper, and started moving outside of cities because it was a sign of wealth and prestige. 
Poverty still existed, but most of the American public worked hard not to see it.9 They only 
wanted to see the prosperity of the country. The United States was growing rapidly and still 
remained stable. This is the image that entertainment and the government worked hard to show 
of the United States 
Pa11 of the stability of the decade came from the election of Dwight D. Eisenhower in 
1952. He was known for being moderate, and Americans liked him for it. He had a grandfatherly 
demeanor and a simplistic way of speaking that endeared him to a war weary public. He made 
himself appear like an everyday person while making important decisions for the country behind 
the scenes. Domestically, Eisenhower decided to keep some New Deal programs, such as 
security, while changing others. He completely privatized power. He felt that public energy was 
a form of socialism, and any1hing even slightly socialist was seen as bad and un-American. 10 
Eisenhower changed the way that America was going to fight Communism. He ended the 
Korean War as quickly as he could, which raised American morale. He decided that instead of 
fighting small wars on the ground, the United States would become more aggressively nuclear. 
Eisenhower said "Rather than let the Communists nibble us to death all over the world in little 
wars, we will rely ... on [our] massive mobile retaliatory powers.,,11 This was seen as a warning to 
Moscow that the United States would use nuclear weaponry to stop Soviet Aggression. 
8 The 1950s 
9 Donaldson, Gary A. The Making of Modern America: The Nation from 1945 to the Present, p. 
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Eisenhower also came up with a new strategy to contain Communism called pactomania. The US 
signed mutual defense treaties with countries surrounding the Soviet Union and China, creating 
NATO, SEA TO (Southeast Asia Treaty Organization), and the Baghdad Pact. The Communist 
bloc was completely surrounded by democratic supporters. 12 The Eisenhower administration 
embodied the ideals of the 1950s. He worked to make sure that the country kept growing, but he 
also promoted white washing. He got the United States out of the Korean War while allowing the 
Communist witch hunts. He worked to make the country stable while ignoring underlying social 
tensions in society. 
There was friction hiding underneath the surface of the clean and prosperous American 
image. The idyllic stereotype of the 1950s existed for some, but the racial, political, and religious 
minorities lived a much harsher life . 1.3 The Civil Rights movement started making its way into 
the forefront of American life. The Brown v. Board of Education case declared that separate 
educational facilities for African American children were unequal. Many white parents in the 
South started pulling their children out of public schools and enrolled them into all white 
academies. Over one hundred Southern Congressmen signed a document stating that they would 
do all that they could to protect segregation. 14 Many people, particularly those in the South, 
wanted to ignore the plight of ethnic minorities in order to further the belief that everything in 
United States was amazing. The reality of the 1950s was that both the government and most of 
the population was terrified of the threat of the Soviet Union. The outcome of the Cold War was 
uncertain, and people did not know whether or not the Communists were going to attack. 15 
12 Donaldson, Gary A. The Making of Modern America: The Nation from 1945 to the Present, p. 
13 Kennedy, Sheila Suess Free Expression in America, p. 107 
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Joseph McCarthy rose to affluence out of the anti-Communist hysteria. He told Americans that 
Communists had infiltrated the government and were gaining power. 16 He claimed to have a list 
of205 Communists in the State Department, though when he was asked to produce names he 
could not name any. 17 By the mid-1950s any kind of divergence from the mainstream could lead 
to questions of loyalty. Private businesses would investigate their employees, and the FBI 
compiled lists of possible Communist sympathizers. Thousands of Americans lost their jobs, and 
the idea of individuality, which Americans had prized so highly in the past became undesirable. 
The 1950s became an era of conformity and paranoia. People were afraid of being different in 
this era. Historian Richard Hofstader called the 1950s the period of "the Homogenized 
Society.,,18 The population was hiding from what scared them and only wanted to see the 
booming prosperity. 
In the 1950s, the new medium of television became widely popular. Drama, comedy, 
sports, and the news were brought right into people's living rooms. Television changed 
entertainment, the conduct of politics, and advertisement in the United States. Television created 
a national popular culture. For the first time the same entertainment was being broadcast all over 
the country at the same time. Someone from New Jersey could make a reference about a 
television show, and someone in North Dakota would understand it. The TV united the country 
through a singular entertainment. It also became a major source of news of half of the country. 
The major genres that television created were the sitcom, soap operas, and game shows. 
Everyone had access to the same information, and families were able to sit down and watch 
16 Donaldson, Gary A. The Making of Modem America: The Nation from 1945 to the Present, p. 
86 
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together. Soap operas became associated with bored housewives. Game shows were some of the 
most popular programing in the same vein that reality TV is popular today. The sitcom showed 
ideals and stereotypes of the American family. There were two parents with two or three children 
living in an idyllic suburb. The father worked and the mother was the perfect housewife. This is 
the image of American life that Americans wanted to see when they looked into the mirror. 19 
This is what America should be. Sitcoms showed the booming America, the ideals of the 
American nuclear family, and societal homogeneity. 
The 1950s were not only a Golden Age for television, but also the Golden Age of musical 
theatre, and the mediums often blended. There were regular revivals of popular musicals on TV 
such as Kiss Me, Kate, Peter Pan, and Annie Get your Gun. Rodgers and Hammerstein even 
wrote Cinderella specifically for television and 107 million people around the country watched 
it.20 Like television, musicals often showed the United States as prosperous, traditional when it 
came to family values, and white washed, but musicals could bring up some social issues in a 
non-threatening way. In the decades leading up to the 1950s, musicals were split into two 
categories, the musical play and the musical comedy. Musical plays told heavier stories, and 
composers wrote music to evoke a time period or location rather than solely entertaining the 
audience. Show Boat, which premiered in 1927, is a musical play. It deals with issues such as 
miscegenation on a river boat from the 1880s to the 1920s. Musical comedies on the other hand 
told lighthearted tales that put much more emphasis on large scale dance numbers. Musical 
comedies were essentially a string ofjokes tied together by song and dance. The songs had the 
sound and style of popular music at the time.2J Anything Goes is a musical comedy. This 
19 Donaldson, Gary A. The Making of Modern American, p. 55-57 
20 Stempel, Larry. Showtime: A History of the Broadway Musical Theater, p. 415-416 
21 Stempel, Larry. Showtime: A History of the Broadway Musical Theater, p. 412-413 
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changed in the 1940s and particularly 50s. The lines blurred. The stories were still lighthearted 
and upbeat to make the audiences happy while still dealing social issues such as domestic abuse 
in Carousel or the dangers of a totalitarian regime in The Sound ofMusic. Not all musicals dealt 
with heavy issues, but musicals were a way to bring social concerns into the public conscious in 
a non-threatening and familiar way. 
1950s musicals all followed a formula. This was another way to make musicals feel safe 
to the audience because they knew how the show was going to be set up as soon as they walked 
into the theatre. There were two acts and the first act was always longer than the second act. The 
three most important songs were the act one opener, the act one curtain and the act two finale . 
The opening number served as an ice breaker and explained to the audience what their 
expectations should be for the show that they were watching. It would often explain the time, 
place, and character relationships as well such as "Tradition" in Fiddler on the Roofor "Comedy 
Tonight" in A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum. The act one curtain would 
involve some unanticipated event or further complicate the plot. This number was designed to 
make the audience come back after intermission and wonder how the plot would be resolved. 
Examples of this are "The Rumble" in West Side Story or "Everything's Coming Up Roses" in 
Gypsy. The act two finale would resolve the plot as well as sum up the special meaning of the 
show. An example ofthis would be "Oklahoma" from Oklahoma!. There was also usually what 
is called the eleven o'clock number. This would be a show stopping number just before the 
finale. The rest of the songs would flesh out this basic frame. The songs could be categorized in 
several ways, 'I Am Songs' which define character and situations, '1 Want Songs' which drive 
the plot, and 'New Songs' which were usually designed to show off a certain actors strengths as 
8 
a performer. 22 The formulaic nature of musicals was comforting. People were looking for 
stability in their entertainment in the same way that they were looking for consistency in politics 
and economics. This formula made musicals predictable, in a sense, and therefore safe. 
The Music Man opened on December 19th 1957, ran for 1,375 performances and is a 
classic Golden Age musical. 23 The musical tells the story of the salesman Harold Hill who comes 
into River City, Iowa to con the citizens into buying instruments, uniforms, and instruction 
manuals for a boy' s band that he promises to lead. Hill has no musical talent and intends on 
taking these people's money and leaving, but throughout the show, he falls in love with the town 
and its music teacher/librarian, Marian, and finds that he cannot leave. The plot is sweet and fun 
and seemingly plausible. The show is set in the fictional town of River City, Iowa in 1912. At the 
time, 1912 would have been seen as the idyllic, simpler time. The first stage direction even says 
"The Music Man was intended to be a Valentine and not a caricature ... the humor of this piece 
comes from its technical faithfulness to the real small-town Iowans of 1912 who certainly did not 
think they were funny at all.,,24 The musical takes itself seriously even though it is light and 
entertaining. It also loves 1912 and the United States. The world of 1912 River City Iowa is just 
as idyllic as the stereotype of 1950s America. River City has a population ofjust over two 
thousand people, and its problems are very insular. The musical is set only two months after the 
Titanic sank and no one in the play every mentions it. The sinking of the Titanic changed the 
way that people thought and felt about modernization, and no one in River City cares. The Music 
Man is set during an era when tensions were mounting in Europe, and these issues would 
probably have been in major newspapers all over the United States, but no one in the musical 
22 Stempel, Larry. Showtime: A History of the Broadway Musical Theater, p. 413-414 
23 Stempel, Larry. Showtime: A History of the Broadway Musical Theater, p. 410 
24 Willson, Meredith, and Franklin Lacey. The Music Man, p. viii 
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even alludes to these issues. The citizens of River City do not care about the outside world . They 
are much more concerned about the pool table in town and keeping, as Harold Hill says, "the 
young ones moral after school.,,25 This is how a 1957 audience would have wanted to look at the 
United States. They did not want to focus on fear and unsteadiness of the world; they wanted 
something insular and innocent. 
The Music Man fits in with the 1950s ideals of stability and growth. Harold Hill coming 
in to River City throws the town off at first, everything changes. By the end of the musical, not 
only is order restored, but the town is better off than it was before. Marian was not accepted by 
the ladies of River City because she was unmarried and she worked. When she and Harold 
become involved with one another, the ladies befriend Marian because she shows that she can 
take on a traditional female role. When she is career driven, she is seen as cold and unfeminine. 
When she starts to conform to what society wants her to become, she starts to fit in and is 
happier. There is also no poverty in this show. The mayor and his family are financially better 
off than everyone else, but otherwise, everyone seems to be on the same socio-economic level. 
Everyone is white, and middle class. Marian's family is supposed to be poorer than the rest of 
town, but even they are able to afford a cornet, an instruction manual, and a uniform without 
issue. The Music Man told its audience that they would be better-off conforming to society's 
white washing than maintaining their individuality. 
There is no singular antagonist in The Music Man. The mayor could be seen as the 
antagonist because he does not trust Harold and does not want the town to change and go along 
with Hill ' s ideas. However, the mayor is in the right because Hill is lying to the town and trying 
to steal their money. Another salesman named Charlie Cowell can also be considered an 
25 Willson, Meredith, and Franklin Lacey. The Music Man, p. 19 
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antagonist. He only appears at the very beginning and the end of the show. Charlie wants to 
expose Harold as a crook so that the citizens of River City will punish Hill for his deceit. He 
causes Hill some grief when Charlie tells the entire town of Harold's plot, but Charlie is not an 
issue for the majority of the musical. The person who should be the main antagonist is the 
show's protagonist. This is done to show that even the most despicable people can be reformed. 
The lack of a central villain solidifies the safety of The Music Man. Life is so wonderful in River 
City that there is no real bad guy. The world is so insular, that even the people who cause the 
most grief are not really doing anything wrong. 
The audience would have walked into the theatre expecting the Golden Age musical 
formula, and The Music Man gave it to them. There are two acts and act one runs about an hour 
and ten minutes while act two runs about forty-five minutes. The opening number, "Rock Island" 
establishes the world that the audience has entered into and introduces the main character. The 
song takes place on a train. Several salesmen are sitting together and arguing about why selling 
their wares has become so difficult. They also talk about another salesman Harold Hill. One of 
the salesmen describes Hill; singing that "He's a music man. And he sells clarinets to the kids in 
the town, with the big trombones and the ratatat drums, and the big brass bass big brass bass." 26 
He sells bands, which sounds ridiculous and is good at his job. The salesmen do not like him for 
this because "He's a fake and he doesn't know the territory." 27 and "He's just a bang beat, bell­
ringin', big haul, great go, neck-or-nothing, rip-roarin', ever'time-a-bull' s-eye salesman. That's 
professor Harold Hill Harold Hill." 28 He does not follow the rules that the rest of them have 
spent their careers foilowing. To them, he is a scoundrel and is giving them a bad name. The 
26 Willson, Meredith, and Franklin Lacey. The Music Man, p. 7 
27 Willson, Meredith, and Franklin Lacey. The Music Man, p. 7 
28 Willson, Meredith, and Franklin Lacey. The Music Man, p. 7 
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audience has not officially met Harold Hill yet, and by the end of the opening number they know 
that he is a traveling salesman who has been conning people all over the Midwest. "Rock Island" 
spells out exactly who Harold Hill is; the song leaves very little open to interpretation. 
Complicated rhythms and lyrics are used so the audience feels like they are figuring something 
out, when in reality they are being spoon-fed exactly how they should feel about the character. 
The opening number is designed to establish the world, and the opening number tells the 
audience that the largest issue that they will be dealing with is a man conning his clients. There 
will be nothing that pops out and surprises them; the world is completely set up for the audience 
as soon as the curtain rises. 
The act one curtain is "The Wells Fargo Wagon." The band instruments arrive and 
everyone is excited. Marian starts the song ready to expose Harold as a fraud. She has found a 
book in the library that says the conservatory that he claims to have attended did not exist when 
he claims to have attended, and she plans to give this book to the mayor. She changes her mind 
when her brother rushes up to her very excited about his new comet. Her maternal instincts kick 
in, and she cannot ruin her little brother's happiness. When the mayor asks for the book she 
"tears a page out of the book.,,29 Then Harold approaches her and "Harold catches Marian's look 
which is changing from gratitude to adoration.,,30 That is when the lights would come up for the 
start of intermission. The audience would want to come back to find out how this romance will 
bloom and if Hill's con will hold up. They would also want to know if Marian will expose 
Harold, or if she will help him get away with tricking the town. For the first time in the show 
Marian is taking on a traditional female role. In the beginning of the show she is a scholarly 
woman who would rather work and read then settle down and get married. By this point she 
29 Willson, Meredith, and Franklin Lacey. The Music Man, p. 70 
30 Willson, Meredith, and Franklin Lacey. The Music Man, p. 71 
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shows motherly affection towards her younger brother, and she has found a man to potentially 
settle down with. In the eyes of the women in the play and people in the audience who adhere to 
traditional familial roles, this would make Marian more sympathetic. By the end of "The Wells 
Fargo Wagon," the audience would know that Marian and Harold would end up together living 
happily ever after. There is no doubt about that. A 1950s audience would have loved that 
assuredness. They would come back from intermission wanting to know how their expectations 
were going to be met. 
As was expected in a Golden Age musical, the Act Two curtain wraps everything up. The 
town forgives Harold for conning them when the boy's band enters and, as the script says "He 
[Harold] gives the upbeat and leads the band in "Minuet in G" like it has never been played 
before-just barely recognizable. The River Citizens think it's the greatest thing they ever 
heard.,,31 The entire cast sings together and the audience knows that everyone will live happily 
ever after. The world fell out of balance, but everything was set right by this song. In fact, things 
are better by the end of the play then they were at the beginning. The parents of River City love 
the band and they have stopped bickering with one another. The kids, particularly Marian's little 
brother, are happy, and Marian and Harold Hill are happily in love. The people walking into the 
theatre in 1957 would have been expecting this formula and they would not have been 
disappointed. The setup of The Music Man was familiar and therefore safe. The audience's world 
view was not challenged. Everything is happy, stable, and improving. 
According to The Music Man, everything is okay. The most difficult problems that 
people have to face are small moral dilemmas. There are no villains and the larger world outside 
of the bubble that is River City Iowa does not even exist. This is what people wanted all of 
31 Willson, Meredith, and Franklin Lacey. The Music Man, p. 115 
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American society in the 1950s to be like. The Music Man is one of the quintessential musicals of 
the 1950s.The show is light and fun, and the structure is predictable. The musical does not 
challenge the audience to view society any differently. The strong willed, independent woman 
settles down in the end. The con man sees the error of his ways. Everything is happy and there 
are no tensions that could spoil anything. This is how most middle class Americans wanted to 
view their country The Music Man was aware of what its audience wanted, gave it to them, and 
was rewarded for it. The show was the most popular musical in 1957 and won Tony Awards for 
best Musical and for Best Composer.32 
The stability of the 1950s fell apart the following decade. The social issues that 
Americans worked so hard to cover up all came into the forefront. There were protests about 
race, war, the treatment of women, and everything in between. The country went from being at 
peace and working hard not to go to war, to being involved in one of the most controversial wars 
in American history. In the 1950s musicals were showing audiences a world that they wanted to 
see. In the 1960s, musicals were showing the same world that they had shown the decade before. 
Audiences wanted to actually see the social issues that they were dealing with onstage and that is 
not what they were presented with. Musicals were losing affluence in popular culture. By the 
1970s the country was no longer at war, but dealing with the mess that the previous decade had 
left in its wake. Broadway was not nearly as popular anymore, and musicals were desperately 
trying to find a new place in American culture. In the 1960s, musicals were still trying to deny 
that anything had changed. By the 1970s musicals adopted the changed and were trying to figure 
out how to deal with it in the same way that the American people were trying to figure out how 
to deal with the 1970s. 
32 Stempel, Larry. Showtime: A History of the Broadway Musical Theater, p. 406-407 
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The 1970s were a reaction to the turmoil of the previous decade. Economically, the 
country was not doing well, there was a major crisis going on, and people were losing faith in the 
federal government. The Watergate Scandal caused people to distrust the federal goverrunent, 
and people were questioning whether or not the United States was still the best country in the 
world. The American Dream was starting to seem unachievable because the economy was only 
barely growing and unemployment rates had not been so high since the Great Depression. 33 This 
was only exacerbated by the energy crisis. The Arab countries that were part of OPEC 
(Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries) were unhappy with the United States because 
the government backed Israel in a war that allowed Israel to take Arab lands. The OPEC 
countries decided to cut off all oil shipment to the United States, claiming that they wanted to 
save oil because it is a finite resource. The embargo was disastrous for the American economy. It 
caused inflation and the worst economic recession since the 1930s. Gas prices skyrocketed, and 
gas shortages became an issue because the government tried to institute price controls that gas 
producers tried to get around. Lines to get gas went for miles, and the rise in energy costs made 
the price ofjust about everything produced in a factory go Up.34 Because of this and the federal 
goverrunent being able to do very little to help, many Americans were looking for less 
goverrunent interference with their day to day lives?5 The nuclear family of the 1950s was 
falling also apart because only about one in five families had a stay-at-home mother. A one 
income family could no longer make ends meet; a woman had to go to work. Many women also 
wanted to go to work because it gave them a sense of independence. The divorce rate also shot 
33 Donaldson, Gary A. The Making of Modem America: The Nation from 1945 to the Present, p. 
34 Donaldson, Gary A. The Making of Modem America: The Nation from 1945 to the Present, p. 
207-208 
35 The 1970s 
204 
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up; by the mid-1970s, it was up to fifty percent. Because of this trend, single mothers made up 
about one third of the households living below the poverty line and forty percent of the county's 
poor were children. 36 The constant growth and prosperity of the 1950s was gone by the 1970s. 
The social issues that the 1950s had been trying so hard to hide bubbled to the surface a decade 
later. The 1970s were still dealing with the backlash. Where there was a sense of optimism in the 
1950s, the 1970s were much more pessimistic, and the lack of solid leadership did not help 
matters. 
While the 1950s were secure and growing and Eisenhower tried to exemplify that, the 
1970s were in a malaise and the presidents of the era did not rally the people. The Watergate 
Scandal nearly destroyed the presidency. The office no longer held the same prestige or 
authority. None of the presidents elected in the 1970s held the office for more than one term . 
There was very little confidence in the nationalleadership.37 Gerald Ford took over the 
presidency in 1974 after Nixon resigned and he wanted to help the nation get back on its feet. He 
pardoned Nixon's crimes and this upset many people. Ford wanted to avoid a lengthy and painful 
trial so the nation could heal and move on. However, pardoning Nixon probably lost him the 
1976 election.38 Jimmy Ca11er was elected president because he seemed like an outsider. He 
promised to revive some of the family values from the 1950s, and Americans were longing for 
the stability and innocence of that time. 39 He was not part of the political games of Washington. 
He was a born again Christian with limited political experience. Carter wanted to restore the 
presidency to its former glory, but he was inexperienced with the federal legislative process and 
36 Donaldson, Gary A. The Making of Modem America: The Nation from 1945 to the Present, p. 
37 Mowry, George E., and Blaine A. Brownell. The Urban Nation: 1920-1980, p. 280 
38 Donaldson, Gary A. The Making of Modem America: The Nation from 1945 to the Present, p. 
205-206 
39 Stanley, Tim. The Changing Face of the American Family, p. 14 
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was not able to help the country as much as he wanted to. He tried to fix the economy, but when 
he tried to stimulate the economy inflation would rise and when he tried to lower inflation the 
economy would get worse. 40 On July 15, 1979 the president gave a speech chastising the 
American people saying that they had lost faith in themselves and abandoned their traditional 
values. He said "I want to talk to you right now about a fundamental threat to American 
democracy ... The threat- is nearly invisible in ordinary ways. It is a crisis of confidence. It is a 
crisis that strikes at the very heart and soul and spirit of our national will.,,4J Americans felt that 
Carter was blaming their economic woes on them and their lack of character.42 When it came to 
foreign affairs, the president had very little experience, but he found his calling in human rights. 
Carter did not fight with the Soviet Union as directly as Eisenhower or other presidents did. 
Carter believed that the United States was in the right, and that he did not have to fight the 
Russians. The right would eventually prevail regardless. Though, Jimmy Carter's greatest 
diplomatic success was forging a peace agreement between Israel and Egypt. One of his greatest 
failures was the Iranian Hostage Crisis. In January of 1979 there was a revolution in Iran. The 
previous ruler, the Shah, was overthrown by Islamic Fundamentalists. The Shah was one of the 
United States' most dependable allies in the Middle East and the overthrow was a blow to 
American foreign policy. As a response to the United States government siding with their 
deposed leader, On November 4 a group of militant students stormed the American Embassy in 
Tehran. The students took fifty-three embassy workers hostage. They paraded the workers, 
blindfolded, in front of cameras and said that the Americans would be executed as spies in the 
40 Donaldson, Gary A. The Making of Modem America: The Nation from 1945 to the Present, p. 

216-217. This source is biased against Jimmy Carter. 

41 Carter, Jimmy. Crisis of Confidence 





US government did not hand over the Shah, who was taking refuge in the United States. At first 
the American people rallied behind Carter, but very little progress was made on getting the 
hostages released. People began getting restless.43 After four hundred forty-four days in 
44
captivity, the hostages were finally released, on Carter's last day in office. The Iranian Hostage 
Crisis was seen as a symbol of America's declining power and influence.45 Americans were 
having a hard time trusting their government. There had not been a really strong leader in the 
presidency at all during the 1970s. Politics were no longer a rallying point for people in the 
United States, they had to look elsewhere. 
Television had become the best way to unite the country.46 For the first time in history, 
Americans were relying on television more than newspapers for their news. News like the 
Watergate Scandal and the Iranian Hostage Crisis was reported into people's living rooms daily. 
Television was everywhere and social issues could not be hidden as effectively as they were in 
the 1950s. Television shows began to change in this era. Networks were cancelling show like 
The Beverly Hillbillies, Green Acres, and other rural shows and replacing them with programs 
that Americans deemed as more sophisticated like The Mary Tyler Moore Show, The Odd 
Couple, and All in the Family. Television shows used situational comedy to encourage 
Americans to see their society reflected in characters like Archie Bunker. Television shows were 
also looking at issues that shows in the 1950s would not have even dared to touch. The show 
Maude explored abortion and woman's rights, Good Times examined poverty, and One Day at a 
43 Donaldson, Gary A. The Making of Modern America: The Nation from 1945 to the Present, p. 
222-223 
44 Donaldson, Gary A. The Making of Modern America: The Nation from 1945 to the Present, p. 
225 
45 Donaldson, Gary A. The Making of Modern America: The Nation from 1945 to the Present, p. 
222 
46 Mowry, George E., and Blaine A. Brownell. The Urban Nation: 1920-1980, p. 281 
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Time celebrated single mothers. Sitcoms were getting closer to showing American life as it was. 
They still showed an idealized version ofAmerican life where situations would work themselves 
out in twenty-two minutes, but the characters in the shows were real flawed human beings. 
Miniseries like Roots and gritty dramatic series Colombo also became immensely popular. At the 
same time, much more innocent shows like Little House on the Prairie and The Waltons were 
becoming popular. With the advent of cable, people had more options available of programs to 
watch. 47 In the same day someone could watch a gritty, dramatic crime show and a fluffy and 
escapist comedy. Television was no longer exclusively showing an idealized version of 
American life, but started showing a slightly happier version of the United States as it actually 
was. 
The Broadway world, like the rest of the country was not doing particularly well. 42nd 
Street itself was not a place that most people wanted to be. The area was full of drug dealers, 
prostitution, and porn movie theatres. There was an attempt to clean up 42 nd Street in the early 
1970s, but as the economy got worse the area got worse.48 Most Americans were not focused on 
musical theatre as rock and disco had become the forefront of popular music culture. Musicals 
became more of a subculture in the 1970s. By 1979, it cost at least one million dollars to produce 
a musical, and there was no guarantee that the show would make money. Sweeney Todd for 
example opened in 1979 and was one of the most critically successful shows of the 1970s. The 
musical won seven Tony Awards including Best Musical and still lost money.49 There was no 
longer one formula for a musical. Traditional book musicals still existed, but they seemed old 
fashioned. The concept musical was rising in popularity. These are musicals that use dialogue, 
47 TV History 
48 Maslon, Laurence. Resurrection of 42nd Street 
49 Kenrick, John. Storm Warnings 
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music, and dance to further a theme rather than a plot. In fact, these musicals have no 
distinguishable plots. 5o Company, Follies, and A Chorus Line are examples. This is also an era 
where the director became important. In previous decades, the composer and book writer had 
most of the control over how the show was staged. In the 1970s, that changed. A script was 
given to a director and the director would decide what the show was about and reflect that on 
stage. The same show could be directed by two different people, and each production would be 
completely different. Oklahoma! belonged to Rodgers and Hammerstein before it belonged to 
anyone else. For the concept musical, artistic priority belonged to the director. 51 Musicals were 
once again split between the right-wing, older Golden Age style musical, and the left-wing, new 
Concept Musical. The Concept musical embraced the times and put some of the issues of the 
1970s onstage. The right-wing musicals attempted to recapture the Golden Age and the positivity 
and optimism of the 1950s by being even fluffier and escapist than the musicals that were being 
perfonned two decades earlier. 
42nd Street is a right-wing musical based on a 1933 film. The show opened on August 25, 
1980. Although the show did open in the 80s, it opened before the election ofRonald Reagan 
and was affected more by the world of the 1970s than the 1980s. 42nd Street is the epitome of 
escapist musical and attempted to recapture the innocence and fun of Golden Age of Broadway. 
The story is about a young woman, Peggy Sawyer, who comes to New York in 1933 hoping to 
make it into a Broadway show. Through her talent, hard work, and a little bit of luck, Peggy gets 
into the show. After the star has an accident and breaks her ankle, it is up to Peggy to take over 
the lead role. 42nd Street is a reaffinnation of the American Dream at a time when the American 
Dream was truly in crisis. The plot is even lighter and fluffier than The Music Man while still 
50 Stempel, Larry. Showtime: A History of the Broadway Musical Theater, p. 517 
51 Stempel, Larry. Showtime: A History of the Broadway Musical Theater, p. 518-519 
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being just as insular. 42nd Street is set in New York City instead of the middle oflowa. The 
characters in 42nd Street mention the Great Depression, but the audience never actually sees them 
deal with economic hardship. The musical is focused on the show within the show and making 
sure that that is successful. The people in 42nd Street do not care that Hitler has just become 
Chancellor of Germany. They do not care about the dust bowl of the Midwest or the New Deal. 
The Great Depression is only mentioned because the characters could not possibly avoid it, and 
the biggest economic disaster in history is mentioned as reason that the show needs to be 
successful. 42nd Street focuses more on the fun songs and dances than anything else. 
The plot of 42nd Street is completely implausible. There is no way that a person would go 
from having never stepped into a Broadway Theatre to starring in a show in a matter ofweeks. 
4rd Street says the exact opposite. Peggy could be any hardworking American that was given 
the right chance. Julian Marsh, the director of the show within the show, Pretty Lady, epitomizes 
the United States of the 1970s. He is jaded and sees the harsh realities of the world. He knows 
that he is not in the best shape economically or as a Broadway powerhouse. He even says "Okay, 
so the crash has got me down for the count, but I'm still Julian Marsh, damnit and "Pretty 
Lady"'s gonna put me back on top!,,52 He desperately wants to be high and mighty in the world 
again. It takes Peggy's youth, innocence, and trust to make Pretty Lady a success. In the same 
way, America needed its population to trust in the government and go back to the ideals of the 
1950s to be the best country in the world again. 42nd Street tried to push, in a silly, virtually 
impossible way, that the innocence and values of the 1950s would bring the country back to its 
former glory. 
52 Stewart, Michael, and Mark Bramble. 42nd Street, p. 8 
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The Music Man has a clear antagonist compared to 42"d Street. The closest character to a 
villain is the original star of Pretty Lady, Dorothy Brock. She comes across as mean to just about 
everyone that she meets, but that is because she has given up everything for her career. She tells 
Peggy "For ten years the theatre has kept me away from the only thing 1 ever wanted.,,53 Dorothy 
is jealous, and not particularly pleasant, but her actions are understandable. She also does not 
appear in most of act two. She has one short scene in the middle of the act in which she enters 
Peggy's dressing room and tells her "When 1 started for the theatre this afternoon, 1 wanted to 
tear your heart out. 1 wanted to see you fail. .. l found 1 couldn' t hate you because you're good. 
Maybe even better than I would have been." 54 By the middle of act two the primary antagonist 
and the protagonist have become friends. As flimsy of an antagonist as Dorothy is, at least she 
got in the way of Peggy's dream to make it on Broadway. For half of act two, nothing prevents 
Pretty Lady from being a success. The main source of drama ends quite a while before the show 
does. The lack of a formal antagonist shows how fluffy a musical 42"d Street is. The conflict is 
not about people trying to attain goals, but about getting a show on its feet. 
42"d Street emulates the Golden Age style fonnula that The Music Man followed. There 
are two acts, and the first act is longer than the second. The first few lines of the show are "Hey, 
did you see this, Julian Marsh is doing a show!" "It's in Variety, Julian Marsh is doing a show!" 
"Jobs!" "We're gOlIDa work again!,,55 These first few lines are so telling of the world of the 
show. The curtain has not even come up yet and the audience already knows that they are in the 
world of the theatre in New York and that these actors have been out of work for some time. The 
audience has only seen a curtain and a dark stage at this point, and they already have key pieces 
53 Stewart, Michael , and Mark Bramble. 42nd Street, p. 70 
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of infonnation about the show. Shortly after that, the curtain rises half way, showing only the 
dancers tapping feet. Then the curtain rises all the way to reveal a chorus of dancers in, 1930s 
workout clothes, at their dance audition. Unlike The Music Man, the opening number has no 
lyrics. This makes 42nd Street even fluffier than The Music Man. The 1950s musical at least 
made the audience work to figure out what the actors were singing about and to understand the 
language of the world. 42nd Street wanted the audience to focus on the dancing. Jumping into the 
plot does not matter yet. This opening song does set the tone and the world of the entire musical. 
The audience is infonned that the characters are trying to be part of a Broadway show, and that 
the dancing and the visual spectacle will be more important than the plot. The opening number 
tells the audience that this show is more like a Golden Age musical than the Golden Age 
musicals. 
The act one finale, in the case of 42nd Street actually gets the plot moving. Up until this 
point the musical was mostly exposition. Peggy bumps into the leading lady, who falls and 
breaks her ankle. Peggy gets fired and rushes out of the theatre. Julian Marsh steps out and 
addresses the audience directly saying "Miss Dorothy Brock has had an accident and will not be 
able to continue with tonight ' s performance of "Pretty Lady." Ladies and gentlemen-your 
tickets will be refunded at the box office. House lights!,,56 The audience would want to come 
back for the second act to find out what happens. The entire first act had been building up that 
the show would not happen without Dorothy Brock in the lead. Act one ends with Dorothy 
Brock being unable to perfonn the rest of the show, and the Peggy is no longer in Pretty Lady. 
The audience would be wondering how the show will go on and if Peggy will achieve her dream 
of being in a Broadway show. Peggy is the protagonist of 42nd Street ; she cannot possibly be out 
56 Stewart, Michael, and Mark Bramble. 42nd Street, p. 50 
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of the 42nd Street plot for good. The audience would wonder how Peggy would get her job back 
and how Pretty Lady will go on. Something is finally happening with the plot, the stakes have 
been raised. 
The final song in the show; the last piece of the Golden Age Musical formu'la is Julian 
Marsh alone onstage singing the final number from the show within the show. Peggy just did an 
amazing job as the lead of the show, and Marsh just congratulated her and asked her not to let the 
success change her too much. As she leaves, he looks out at the empty theatre and sings "Come 
and meet those dancing feet on the avenue I'm taking you to, 42nd Street.,,57 It is a very quiet 
closing moment for a show that is all about big flashy dance numbers. That song encapsulates 
the whole idea of the show. The world outside of the theatre does not matter. The only thing that 
matters is the draw of the theatre. Marsh sings "Hear the beat of dancing feet. It's a song I love 
the melody of 42nd Street." 58 Broadway had not been doing well financially before 42nd Street 
opened. This intimate closing number wants to remind the audience that the theatre is a beautiful 
thing and brings people together from all walks of life. While The Music Man closes by showing 
off how happy everyone is now that they have conformed completely to social norms, 42nd Street 
says something slightly different. The 42nd Street finale shows the most jaded character paying 
homage to what drew him to the theatre in the first place. This finale is asking the audience not 
to lose its innocence, because that is what keeps them and this country going. 
42nd Street had to be even more like a Golden Age musical than The Music Man in order 
to thrive on Broadway. In the 1950s there was only one style of musical. An audience would 
have walked in expecting the aforementioned formula. A show that tried to do something 
57 Stewart, Michael, and Mark Bramble. 42nd Street, p. 82 
58 Stewart, Michael, and Mark Bramble. 42nd Street, p. 82 
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different would not have been as popular or as critically successful. The Music Man had to be a 
product of its decade, because audiences did not want anything else. They needed the security of 
a happy-go-lucky, predictable musical because society was working to hard to make that 
simplicity a reality. By the 1970s that dream had fallen apart. The social tensions that the 1950s 
were trying so hard to hide had risen to the surface. Musicals such Company, Follies, or A 
Chorus Line were acknowledging and showing the hardships that Americans were actually 
facing. Golden Age musicals had not disappeared either. Revivals of older musicals had become 
increasingly popular. 59 A fluffy musical like 42nd Street had to be even lighter and happier than 
the musicals of the 1950s because it had a different goal from the Golden Age musicals. 42nd 
Street was aware that the idealized world that it presented could never be a reality. 42nd Street 
wanted to create an escape from reality as opposed to a vision of what reality should be. The 
Music Man was just like most of the other musicals being produced at the time. Its only real 
competition was itself. 42nd Street was competing with hard hitting concept musicals and revivals 
of musicals from two decades earlier. 42nd Street had to distinguish itself by being the ultimate 
escapist Broadway experience. 
42nd Street was successful on Broadway. That success was due, in part, to the show's 
producer David Merrick. Merrick was known for being a bit of a scoundrel and pulling any 
publicity stunt to get people to come see his shows. The morning that 42nd Street opened, the 
director and choreographer, Gower Champion, passed away. Merrick was informed of this, but 
kept the information to himself. During curtain call Merrick came onstage and announced that 
Gower Champion had died. No one else knew. The stunt stunned the audience and the cast and 
59 Kenrick, John. 1970s III: Fosse, Bennett & Revivals 
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crew and landed him on the front page of the New York Times. 6o Merrick's stunt proved that a 
Broadway musical could no longer be successful on its own. The Music Man was extremely 
popular in 1957 on its own because musical theatre was at the forefront of popular culture. By 
1980, musical theatre was more of a subculture, and something drastic needed to be done to keep 
a Broadway show in the public eye. 
42nd Street ran for nine years and 3,486 performances. The show is fun and upbeat. It 
allows audiences to escape the real world for a while and just enjoy the bright lights and flashy 
dances. 42nd Street also had critical success. It won Tony Awards for Best Choreography and 
Best Musical. 61 The musical gave audiences an escape from reality while also reminding the 
audience of an age where life seemed easier and the American Dream seemed to work. There 
were plenty of other styles ofmusicals that people could go and see that were showing a more 
realistic portrayal of American life. 42nd Street showed that sometimes audiences and critics alike 
do not need to see their plight on stage, but need to be reminded of how wonderful life was 
decades earlier. 
One musical cannot completely encapsulate the entertainment ideals of any given decade. 
One musical cannot be the sample size for an entire decade. However, The Music Man and 42nd 
Street are absolutely products of the era in which they were written. The Music Man showed 
American audiences the United States that they wanted to see. The world was simple, the 
problems were small, and as long as people behaved as they were expected to, everyone would 
be happy. The Music Man also followed the formula that every musical was expected to follow. 
42nd Street was different; it showed a version of America that could no longer exist. The United 
60 Stempel, Larry. Showtime: A History of the Broadway Musical Theater, p. 447 
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States could no longer white wash its issues because those issues had made their way to the 
forefront of society. Because of that, morale was suffering. There was a plethora of options of 
different forms of entertainment. Audiences could see their problems unfold on stage in Concept 
musicals or heavier dramas, or they could go see a revival of Gypsy or My Fair Lady. 42nd Street 
allowed audiences to look at the United States through nostalgic lenses by imitating shows like 
The Music Man. Morale was higher during the Golden Age, so 42nd Street tried to recreate that 
spirit even though the idealism and innocence of the 1950s was gone. The Music Man let 
Americans see the America that they wanted to see. 42nd Street let Americans escape into an 
American that they wish they could see. 
27 
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fo.!::mun. belfl J aboul 1\\l:lnly-slx would have beell <;eef1 as or her way 10 belna a :>plnSli:l . She was not 100 old to gel married qUile yel but she 
was cttln9 II era . 
Women \',no ...., re wealthier Ofilold t·, ,-,X09t:1cU to be pan ot tne l ddie.; Aid KŸẀĚ I,o.t rho e ',lIflr t,olrl ;;owli clubs and ȘÙÍĮŸŅPŅĞŨŤĚagencl'% The" 
,\{Juld nlee 0(1 a Itl(jular t)O;I IS "nr! collee. usea clothing . or foud se',\' urlt';;. anJ filld ' val's to raise rrJOney ie! the poor WOlT1en from goou 
families \\crs e..qJer:ted to be pari of Ihesp. : 9<1lriwllcn3 _Irs Shinn ŸŪŲËĚtil, Pick-;)-tlltk. ladles V.(1uJrj alille ,"volve n JI e ur hese types ot 
organ rZ<ltlons . 
Manor IS I lI' .11\ I ollrtlslell by Ihe GÍLŘGŨĒŸȚÍĚ01 RmH ('Ity i)ec..aU5e sllp. IS TẀHŸŠŨĚ .1 UŠŸĚHŘŸĒHWĚI llSuall., consldored a nn, ĦŸĚC'areer ,[1d sh(; IS 
urllrrtef(;:st"'J II niillll"'jt;:. SI e IS seell ,15;1 bit of.l mjll...11 and ,:ol,i bec.Ju t: sh' dop. 1101 W<lllt to conform to the JenL; . how ,',(JnlOn should 
act TI e DI K-(l-L till"! I. dies only c< n .1 il r un I er ·.t, .'1 'ihti h,ls il ,;'M')(;\ JTlopmnt {lurlCH!g G ŸŨŨUĚ li.1W1>1 l-tili Sh t iI" to c )nlt arro:;s as more 
Li iSS! II:, r" IYn Ie h",fOl el' '/(.1 e In to"'11 \,,1,1 I ĒŅŸĚhel Bv ('lot'a';l. Mrs. SI11n ŸĚ t ,:)llly respecte j ŸHĒĿÙŨŨĦŐŸ ••\t lIe she ha .... enOll311 
eclucat!fJl;) re ld and !lJllY S"lza .,jl> IS pjrlS 'II" " 10 ItHl :>f!Pdrat ,..ph, r " itlt' .1 1 lY. 
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OFFICERS LADIES' AID SOCIETY. 
First Row; Mrl;. Elizabeth Hautz. Mrs. Frederika Ruess. Rev. G. A . Kienle. Mrs. C. Kallmerlen. 
r Ott Fi dl r, Mr . S. Schall T. 1 H 'nr)' Go tz 
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42nd Street - Home 
B II St I U, v r I ŸĚ [}ep rIm", lit 01 T aIr nd 0 r. 
42nd Streel 

Horne Os Arner <I IC Flo Z. cld C()n aC11 c Dr I tur!:! 
;/2nrl Slroellhe musi';al prp.miprl>u In lnBu ami IS Mse<l on;1 ÍĲŸĨĚmol.ie 01 the SaMe name, nle IlIn; 'NetS m1de [0 mai<8petlpl<:, fi1rget how "!","ful tile wond 
outside of th'l mmle lheatre was The '1udicnce ŴŠŸĚmea,,1 tn put on blinders and just enjoy tile Busby BeMleley dance nurnbers. The stage IIEHSIOI looks 
back at the 193()<; .1nd almost wishes til be back lhel Both..,rslon, 01 the show are ŠWWŤÜŸŨĴŪŦĚI, escap from Ih8 outside world and remind 111e audience 
thallhe Arnem::an Oream slll1 woMls. What Wil5 Joirtg on In ŸŅŨĒĚlilIl! ÍĲİÌŸĚand very early 1980s lhal made [he height of the Great Depression seem like an 
p.r . t Ie Ame 'carl puLitr. NlllJld want to escape to? 
Depression era Arnen(;d Vias no In _ood tihClpe. The eG01lUIllY \\las in lhe tOllel and most people were 011101 WQrI\ , ÑŬGĴŸŤŘŬŤŨHĚFl<lnklt" D. Roose'Rit was a 
strong leader and woMl",d to gi..e Ihi. people as much reltef as possiblp.. In the 1970s there was a recession thaI was <l lmost as bad as the Greal 
Depression, Jimmy Carter was ineffe tual and blamed the cilaracter of thE: American people for their plight. The United States did nol look or feel like the 
best country In the worlel anymore. This made people nostalgic for an era when lt1111gs could only gel better, 
In boH1the 19305 and the 1970s. the American Dream was in trouble , It IS difficult to see , ourself pulling yourself up from you boot straps and beccI11 lng 
successfu l when no one is able to do ŸŬĚand the world looks bleak, ':'2nd Street is a reaffirmation of U1e Amencan Dream With jus t a little bit of suppol1 
e\en a no body from the chorus can be a star. 
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10111 19305 A!nNICc'l 19705 Ame r ica F lo l.i q ŸŅTĚ Contact th. Dr In tu r 
The ÍŸËİÌĪĚ,\lere a Ie.actlun IL the l<ldr:i\lllt,erahsm 01 the 196CJs ost marglnilhzed groups were ronllOulng to fight for right,; thi\t they had started fighting for 
In It Ii 1960s. The idea from the 19')05 and 605 lhal Ament;a was the !:>est V'JaS starting to be ÏẀŤŸWÙŬŪŤTĚ The Watergale scandell caused Amenean,; 10 lose 
fallh in II elr federal gO\oefl1menl The e<:fl!1nmy W;J. 50 bad lhat lhe unemploYIl1Ant rate 1.'0-""8. almost as tllgh as il was duril'9 the Greal DepreSSion. Many 
Amencans wanled less go..emmorlt inlerierence In ,he de:1 \0 day economy 11.i was a time wnf<11 the Amencan Dream was really being questioned The 
lag5-lo-nr.hes SIOlY was really look ing to OP. nnposs.ble. W re the people a the ; <)30s better uff than the peoplt, of the 19705? 
The all criSIS ,auseu the eco[1omy 10 taKe a (um !n! the wOl se. The Arab I;oun\nes of OPEC (Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries) Viers upset al 
the US because the Amencan gOliUmment was allied with Isrilel. Those A raL nations also clallned thaI the; only haa so m ch all and had to ȘŬŪVŤŸĚit. 
They imposed an embargo on all 011belllg shipped to the US . The US .,.,·as ilugely dependent on oreign all . The embargo caused huge amounts of rnffation 
and the worst recession since the Great DepressIOn . 111e ŦŬŘŸŲŪÜŤŪWĚtned to make all pric:es mora manageable for Americans by pnee controlling already 
dlscowred oil (old all). but pruducers jlls t shut down old al l production to aloOld price control. There was not enougl·. oil. There were long lines at the gas 
pump and a anie to get gasoline. TIle pnce of gas was no longer the problem , Ir.e availability was . 
The unemployment rate reached Into (he double digits . It ha not been that high Since tile Great Oepre sion. PreSident Jimmy Carter did w ry hllle to solie 
the issues with the economy. His attempts to reduce inflat ion or stimulate the ecol1omy only made things worse. On July 15, 1979 Carter ga-.e a speech 
that blamed the American people for the economic CriSIS. The Amencan publrc did not tak e well th iS accusation and they blamed Garter for the economic 
uownturn because of his lack of leadership skills . 
In 1979, the Iranian ReloOl ution occurred. The pre\ious leader, the shah. 'lias ccerth rovm and an Islamic theccra y took o..er. The United States had 
supported the Shah. so the Iranian people saw the US as an oppress i>.e enemy . Carter allowed tile shah to seek refuge in the United States. Th is enraged 
Iranians . A buncll of Iranian students s tormed th American embassy and took fifty-three American workers hostage. They said that these Ameri cans would 
be tried as spies and executed if the United Sta tes did not. hand the shah o""r. At fi rst the American people rall ied behind Carter and would ha..e suppoli ed 
any acllon he took . Howewr. he was not doing anylhlng. Instead. he took ac tion against the Soviet Union for imading Afghanistan by refusing to giw them 
grain and by boycotting the 1980 Moscow Olympics . TIle So>,iet Uninn's ac tions had nolhing to do wilh the crisis In Iran. The hos tage crisi s wa a symbol 
of America's declining power and influence. 
42nd Street premiered in 1980. The show helps the audience to escape from the craziness that is going on in poli tics and the economy . 1933 was 
economically similar. so the audience eould e lpathlze With some of the pligl, t of the characte!s. 11,e show also reaffirms that with hard work , lalent. and 
someon pOinting you out , (he American Dream is slrll possible . Were the 19305 better? Probably not. People of the 19705 longed for the su ness of lhe 
1930s, and there is no ambiguity in 42nd Street. 
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I I crsll )/ MŸ ŮĦŨŲ ÙŲĚ fit or nl rid Danc.e 
19305 Arne r le o Amow; 10 I 9 (! d ConIne! the Oram3 tu rg 
L70s Broaaway \lidS no! that diflerrmt from 193IJs Broadway. The content f the 51...,..-:- ". I.11i completely different, but the economic [Ilmate \'IlIS slnlilar 
Thellters were not dOln(] well Shows were not staYing open for...erv long. An actor dlc1 nol go 10 the New York theatre seen to become rich and lanlolls The 
money was Ir HoJlyviOOd 
New Yr)J1\ ŸŠŨÍŨȘẀŨÙŨŲÍXĚ42nd street, was nol doing ŘŸŤŨŨĚ di lring ihe 970s. TIll: area was full of sino rlut)s, "lid not Ihe GI::(Ss}, ones either. the I-will-prouabty­
gei-.3-dlscase-frcm-belng-in-i)ere type clubs . 4znd Street WilS also full of prostttLJhon drugs <lnd othel eMme. In Ihe C<'lr1 y 1970 , there was an attempt tu 
dean up 42no SHeet Tax breaks ŴŤȚËŸĚ,) IWI'I as an Incentiw for business owners to lJultd repulable businesses In the area Seloerdl new theaters were lJuill 
to try to bnng lhe area back to Its former glory, Unfonunatety , this did not v:nr, ami 42nr1 street only got stea2'ier. It go! ewn worse when the economy 
tanked. Any reconstruction projects came to a halt when the economy kept getting worse. By 1977, the famous sign thaI spun headlines along the Times 
Tower on Times Square had 10 tum It lights out. 
tvluslcal theatre was no longer popular among the general public. The world of musical Iheatre was subculture illore than being in the lime IIghl. By 1979. 3 
musical cost at least one mill ion dollars to produce. Operatiny prices were also unbelie\iably I1lgh. There was no guaraJltee that a mllsical wOtlld profit 
Innation \'/as bad all owr til country but on BrDadway inflat ion was up fOll r tlundred percent. ShoWl' were not openll1g as often as tlley had In Ihe decades 
prior. The shows that were being produced were not lasting long. 
The odds were not for 42nd Street to be successful. II was one of the biggest ana boldest musical comedies , spectacle wise, to be premiered in decades . 
The tap numbers were larger and much more extra\iagant than anything that hi1d been on stage before. It allowed people to look back on that era wearing 
their nostalg ia goggles and think about how much better theatre was back in the day . The show is also a reaffirmation of the American Dream. We are all 
Peggy Sawyers. and if picked from the chorus, we could be a big hit. 
1970s theatre was not all that TÙ ȚȚŤŸĚ nt from 19305 theatre In tha people were not buying tickets. When the economy is bad and you're won'ied about how 
you're going to gel food on the table, theatre and enlertainment are not pnOrities. Tne ac tors in the on . inal Broadway perfolTllance were ilaloing the same 
issue of finding work that the cast of Pretty Lady was halllng. 
Koodnck.. John Staqe Mu cals' 97ns V - S tC' ml Nllrnlngs" 1"illsiC.:if5 to r . ,-JD . " ri . \I\:,;h 13 S .pl. J O13 . 
MU9(;rl . laurence, "'"R09JneClran or ..J2!1tl ŐŨŲŤŸŨĦ Ĥ Sro.Jdr:u " tnc Am,"lfli..LHJ ÓŸĦĖŅ ĿM Ņ HĚPBS. n.d. Wau. 13 Sepl 20 13. 
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Imagine a complete stranger coming into town on a train carrying nothing but a suitcase and the 
clothes on his back. He does not know a single person in the area, and yet he comes to your 
house, rings the doorbell and asks to come inside so he can try to sell you something. Today, this 
sounds a little odd, but in 1912 the traveling salesman was necessary and a little bit exciting. 
The fictional town of River City, Iowa is tiny, with a population of only about twenty-two 
hundred people. There are no malls, no department stores, and no specialty stores. There would 
probably be a general store, but if it's out of something that you need then what? You would 
have to wait for the next traveling salesman to come into town. Not everyone in town trusted an 
incoming traveling salesman. He was a stranger after all and not all salesmen were trustworthy. 
These men were taught how to be charismatic. They knew how to charm their way into a town 
and get people to buy whatever they were selling. 
Today's world is much bigger than that of River City in 1912. We don't need people going 
around the country selling anvils, cigarettes, or children's bands. We still love the idea of the 
traveling salesman because they take us back to a simpler time. The Music Man's book writer 
and composer, Meredith Wilson calls the show a Valentine, a love letter to the seemingly 
carefree days of 1912. 
Imagine living in 1933, not having a job, and having to get on a line that goes around the block 
just to get a hot meal. When the world feels unbearable where do we turn? Imagine living in 
1980 having to wait in a line over three miles long just to put gas in your car, inflation being 
crazy high, and having no faith in the federal govenunent to help fix anything. When the 
American Dream seems impossible where do we find hope? 
42nd Street premiered in 1980, is set in 1933, and has always been aware that the world outside of 
the theatre can be unbearable. The show knows that we've been struggling. It wants to help us 
forget about those problems if only for a little while . 42nd Street shows us the 1933 that we want 
to see, not 1933 as it actually was. Sometimes we need a couple of hours to look at the glittering 
lights and wonderful dance moves and overlook the awful newspaper headlines of the day. 
Sometimes we need a show that says yes the American Dream works. 
We need 42nd Street today just as much as it was needed in 1980. Our government just shut down 
and the economy is in bad shape. There is nothing wrong with taking some time away from real 
life and "Listen to the lullaby of old Broadway." 
